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Charging cable mode 3 type 2 20A 3PH 7.5m - Power
cord 36245

Mennekes E-Mobility
36245
4015394272816 EAN/GTIN

2198,65 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (CHN)

Charging cable mode 3 type 2 20A 3PH 7.5m 36245 Type of current AC 3-phase, number of communication conductors 2, design vehicle side type 2, design infrastructure side
type 2, charging mode mode 3, nominal current 20A, nominal voltage 400V, length of the cable 8m, design of the cable straight, charging cable mode 3 type 2 20A 3PH 7.5m
consisting of: a charging plug 30° type 2 (infrastructure side) a charging connector 30° type 2 (vehicle side) according to IEC 62196-2 contacts: 3P+N+PE (load contacts) and
CP + PP (signal contacts) 680 Ohm resistance between PE + PP sheathed cable: H07BQ-F 5G2.5 + 1x0.5mm² color: blue / length: 7.5m
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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outside the EU.
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a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
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